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Abstract 
Single image super-resolution (SR) reconstruction is an ill-posed inverse problem because the 
high-resolution (HR) image, obtained from the low-resolution (LR) image, is non-unique or unstable. In 
this paper, single image SR reconstruction is treated as an optimization problem, and a new single image 
SR method, based on a genetic algorithm and regularization prior model, is proposed. In the proposed 
method, the optimization problem is constructed with a regularization prior model which consists of the 
non-local means (NLMs) filter, total variation (TV) and adaptive sparse domain selection (ASDS) scheme 
for sparse representation. In order to avoid local optimization, we combine the genetic algorithm and the 
iterative shrinkage algorithm to deal with the regularization prior model. Compared with several other 
state-of-the-art algorithms, the proposed method demonstrates better performances in terms of both 
numerical analysis and visual effect. 
 
Keywords: Single image super-resolution, genetic algorithm, regularization prior model, non-local means. 
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1. Introduction 
Image reconstruction plays an important role in many practical applications, such as heterogeneous 
image transformation [46, 47], and sketch-photo synthesis [45]. As one of the basic techniques in image 
reconstruction, super-resolution [21] reconstruction aims to derive a high resolution image from one or 
more low resolution image frames. Due to the limited capacity of imaging equipment and complex imaging 
environments, many situations arise where images are generated with insufficiently high-resolution (HR). 
Image super-resolution (SR) reconstruction technology attempts to overcome the limitations of imaging 
equipment and environments by recovering high frequency information which is lost during the process of 
low-resolution (LR) image acquisition [21]. The problem of SR reconstruction is attracting increasing 
interest from the imaging research community, and its solution offers significant potential for applications 
to video, remote sensing, medical imaging, image or video forensics, and many other fields.  
Image SR reconstruction methods can broadly be divided into multi-frame image SR methods [14, 50] 
and single image SR methods [19, 23, 34]. With large computational complexity and storage requirements, 
current multi-frame SR methods can have difficulty satisfying the real-time requirements of e.g. video 
applications. In contrast, only using a single image as the input for the reconstruction process, enables 
reduced computational complexity and comparatively small data storage requirements, with the result that 
single image SR reconstruction methods are more widely used. Based on the two categories for SR 
reconstruction methods in [46], single image SR reconstruction methods can be broadly categorized into 
three main groups: interpolation-based methods [58, 36, 24], reconstruction-based methods [5, 37, 33] and 
learning-based methods [10, 6, 51, 57, 45, 15, 53, 49]. 
Interpolation-based SR methods use the values of adjacent pixels to estimate the values of interpolated 
pixels. These methods are comparatively simple and deliver real-time processing, but tend to generate HR 
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images with fuzzy edges, especially when the reconstruction is based on blurred or noisy LR images.  
Reconstruction-based methods [25] make use of prior knowledge of reconstruction constraints. Many 
different kinds of priors have been incorporated into reconstruction-based methods, e.g. edge priors [43], 
gradient priors [42], steering kernel regression (SKR) [56, 28], non-local means (NLMs) [4, 29, 22] and 
total variation (TV) [30]. Alternative ideas about prior knowledge and reconstruction constraints use 
Markov Random Fields (MRF) to impose probabilistic constraints on pixel consistency [3, 17], and have 
been extended to combine these consistency constraints with predicted or expected image content [38, 39, 
40]. Prior knowledge methods have proved effective at suppressing noise and preserving edges. However, 
these prior knowledge methods have so far demonstrated less success with respect to reconstructing 
plausible details [1] under large magnification.  
In contrast to the above methods, learning-based methods [25] estimate the high-frequency details lost 
in an LR image by learning relationships between LR and HR image patch pairs from sample databases. 
Such methods are not generally restricted by magnification. A variety of learning-based methods for SR 
reconstruction have been proposed. Pioneering work by Freeman et al. [15] proposed an example-based 
image SR method. Chang et al. [6] established a learning model inspired by locally linear embedding 
(LLE). Yang et al. [51] used a sparse signal representation to reconstruct HR images. The method learned 
two dictionaries for low- and high-resolution image patches, and assumed that low- and high-resolution 
image patches have the same sparse representation coefficients. Yang et al. [52] trained the coupled 
dictionary by selecting patches based on standard deviation thresholding and employing a neural network 
model for fast sparse inference. In Wang et al. [45], both reconstruction fidelity and synthesis fidelity were 
optimized to reduce high losses on a face sketch-photo synthesis problem. Zeyde et al. [55] used principal 
component analysis (PCA) to reduce the dimension and K-SVD for dictionary training. Dong et al. [11] 
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proposed an adaptive sparse domain selection (ASDS) scheme for sparse representation, which combined 
data clustering and PCA to learn a set of compact sub-dictionaries. Additionally, Dong et al introduced 
autoregressive (AR) models [50] and non-local means (NLMs) to build two types of adaptive regularization 
(AReg) terms to improve the reconstruction quality. Recently, Dong et al. [10] used a deep convolutional 
neural network to learn mappings between low- and high-resolution images, obtaining excellent 
reconstruction quality. 
SR can also be viewed in terms of search over a complex, noisy, high dimensional and multimodal 
surface. In such conditions, conventional SR methods are limited to being local in scope, by using prior 
information of the images to build a closed mathematical form to perform single-point search in the search 
space. Dong et al. [11] adopt the iterative shrinkage algorithm to solve the ASDS_AReg-based sparse 
representation. After a sufficient number of iterations, such methods tend to converge on a local optimum, 
and little further progress results from additional iterations. Therefore, in this paper, we introduce genetic 
algorithms into the optimization process, to expand the scope of the search and help avoid convergence on 
local optima. GA [7, 18, 20, 35, 31] is a population-based search method that is capable of handling 
complex and multimodal search spaces. By increasing the diversity of solutions, GA approaches avoid local 
optima and offer considerable robustness for SR reconstruction problems. 
In this paper, we combine genetic algorithms with ASDS_AReg based sparse representation, and 
propose a single image SR reconstruction method based on a genetic algorithm (GA) and regularization 
prior models. Our experimental results suggest that replacing the AR with TV can improve performance. 
Therefore, we construct the regularization prior model by adding both NLMs and TV regularization into an 
ASDS-based sparse representation. We present the results of experiments, using a variety of natural images, 
which suggest that our method can better recover both structure and edge information, and thus improve the 
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quality of image reconstruction as compared with other methods from the literature. 
This paper makes two main contributions: 
1) we introduce GA into the iterative shrinkage algorithm to overcome the shortcomings of 
gradient-based local search algorithms; 
2) we show how SR reconstruction can be broken down into two distinct stages: firstly, the GA is used to 
perform a multiple-point search to overcome local optima; secondly, the regularization prior model is 
then used to do a single-point search to further improve the quality of image reconstruction. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III 
describes the details of our proposed SR reconstruction method. Section IV presents the experimental 
results of comparing our method against other state-of-the-art methods. Section V summarizes the paper 
and provides concluding remarks. 
 
2. Related work 
In this section, we briefly review the GA, NLMs algorithm and the ASDS scheme. 
2.1. Genetic algorithm  
GA is a kind of numerical optimization method based on random search, which is inspired by the 
evolutionary mechanism. It was first proposed in 1975 [20]. Due to robustness against convergence on 
local optima, it is particularly suitable for dealing with complex and nonlinear optimization problems, such 
as constrained optimization problems [41] and combination optimization problems [8, 12]. The GA begins 
with a population initialized randomly over the search space of the optimization problem. It simulates the 
Darwinian evolution principle of “survival of the fittest” and generates improved approximate solutions or 
the optimal solution through an iterative procedure of generational evolution. 
2.2. Nonlocal means 
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NLMs [29] exploit the fact that many repetitive patterns exist in natural images, and assume that a pixel 
can be approximated by a weighted combination of the pixels in its relevant neighborhood, i.e.: 
                                       ˆ i
i
jij
j P
i
ij
j P
w X
X
w





                               (1) 
where ˆ
iX is the estimate of iX , which denotes the ith pixel in X. iP is the index set of pixels in its relevant 
neighborhood. The weight ijw denotes the similarity between the neighborhood of pixel iX and its relevant 
neighborhood of pixel jX  and is calculated as: 
                                
2
2
exp
ji
G
ij
N N
w
h
 
 
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 
 
                             (2) 
iN and jN represent the column vectors formed by expanding the neighborhood pixels of iX and jX in 
lexicographic ordering respectively. h is a global smoothing parameter that controls the decay of the 
smoothing, and G is a kernel matrix that assigns a larger weight to the pixels closed to the target pixel. 
2.3. Adaptive sparse domain selection 
The ASDS scheme, proposed by Dong et al. [11], learns a series of compact sub-dictionaries from 
example image patches, and adaptively assigns each local patch the best sub-dictionary that is most 
relevant to the local patch. ASDS proceeds according to two steps: learning of sub-dictionaries and 
adaptive selection of the sub-dictionary, which are explained in the following two subsections. 
2.3.1. Learning sub-dictionaries: 
M image patches 1 2[ , , , ]MS s s s  containing edge structures are selected, and are then high-pass 
filtered to generate an edge dataset 1 2[ , , , ],
h h h h
MS s s s . We partition
h
S into K clusters 
 1 2, , , KC C C using the K-means algorithm, with ku the centroid of cluster kC . Correspondingly, the 
dataset S can be clustered into K subsets , 1, 2, ,k k KS  . We learn sub-dictionaries , 1, 2,k k K , 
from subsets kS using principal component analysis (PCA) [59, 60]. 
2.3.2. Adaptive selection of the sub-dictionary 
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K pairs ,k k  are obtained by: first, learning a dictionary k for each subset kS ; and then 
computing the centroid
k of each cluster kC  associated with kS . Next, we select the sub-dictionary 
for ˆix by comparing the high-pass filtered patch ˆ
h
ix of ˆix with the centroid k : 
                            
2
arg min ˆ
h
c ci i k
k
k x                                  (3) 
c represents the most significant eigenvectors from the PCA transformation matrix of U. 
 1 2, , , kU     is the matrix containing all the centroids. 
The
th
ik sub-dictionary ik will be selected and assigned to patch ˆix . 
The whole image X can then be reconstructed by making use of information from all of the patches ˆix , 
written as [13]: 
                             
1
1 1
ˆ
i
Q Q
T T
i i i ik
i i
X R R R 

 
 
  
 
                              (4) 
In [11] this is re-written for convenience as: 
                        
1
1 1
ˆ ˆ
i
Q Q
T T
i i i ik
i i
X R R R 

 
 
    
 
                           (5) 
where  is the concatenation of all sub-dictionaries k ,  is the concatenation of all i , i denotes 
the sparse representation coefficients of the patch ˆix , iR is an operator that obtains the image patch ˆix from 
xˆ , and Q is the number of patches. 
3. Proposed SR reconstruction method 
For single image SR reconstruction problems, the process of obtaining a HR image from a LR image 
can be generally modeled as: 
                                   Y DHX v                                      (6) 
where Y is the LR image, X is the unknown HR image to be estimated, D is a down-sampling operator, H is 
a blurring operator, and V is additive noise. Therefore, the process of HR image reconstruction is an 
ill-posed inverse problem [2].  
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To make the problem well-posed, we incorporate both the non-local similarity regularization and TV 
regularization methods into an ASDS-AReg sparse representation: 
 2 2 ,,2 2 1
1 1
ˆ ( )arg min
Q q
i ji j
i j
y DH I W

       
 
                       (7) 
 
1
1 1
ˆˆ ˆ ˆ
i
Q Q
T T
i i i ik
i i
R R RX  

 
 
    
 
                                              (8) 
In Eq.(7), I is the identity matrix, and the first 2l -norm term is the fidelity term; the second term is the 
non-local similarity regularization term, and  is the trade-off parameter to balance the non-local 
similarity regularization term. The third 1l -norm term is the total variation regularization term and   is 
the trade-off parameter to balance the total variation regularization term. ,i j  is the coefficient associated 
with the 
th
j atom of 
ik  and ,i j is the weight assigned to ,i j . Q is the number of patches and q is the 
number of pixels of each patch. We use the iterative shrinkage algorithm [9] to solve Eq. (7). The details of 
this computation process can be found in [11]. 
Due to blurring, down sampling and additive noise, the HR image obtained from a LR image is 
non-unique. Eq. (7) builds a closed mathematical form to perform single-point search in the search space 
by using an iterative shrinkage algorithm. In order to avoid local optima, we incorporate the GA [27] into 
the iterative shrinkage algorithm to solve the regularization prior model. 
The detailed implementation of the SR reconstruction algorithm is presented in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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Table 1 Proposed image SR reconstruction algorithm. 
Objective: Estimate HR image Xˆ  
Inputs: 
 LR image Y. 
 Upscaling factor s. 
Output: the final HR image Xˆ . 
Steps: 
 1) Initialization: 
  a) Upscale Y with, using bi-cubic interpolation, by a factor of s, and obtain initial HR estimation 
0
X ; 
  b) With the initial estimate 
0
X ,we select the sub-dictionary 
ik and calculate W for the 
non-local weights; 
  c) Preset  , ,  and the maximum iteration number, denoted by Max_Iter; 
  d) Set t=0. 
 2) Iteration on t until tMax_Iter is satisfied.   
  a) 
( 1/2)t
X

= tX +(Uy-U
t
X -V
t
X ),where U=(DH)
T
DH and V= (I-W)T(I-W) + I; 
  b) Compute 
( 1/2)t


=[
1
T
k 1R
( 1/2)t
X

, ,
N
T
k NR
( 1/2)t
X

], where N is the total number of 
image patches; 
  c)
( 1)
,
t
i j

=soft(
( 1/2)
,
t
i j

, ,i j ),where soft(  , ,i j ) is a soft thresholding function with threshold 
,i j ; 
  d) Compute 
( 1)ˆ tX

=
( 1)t
i
 using Eq.(8), which can be calculated by first reconstructing 
each image patch with ˆ
iX = ik and then averaging all the reconstructed image patches; 
  e) If mod (k,P)=0, we use genetic algorithm to optimize HR estimation 
( 1)ˆ tX

and obtain an 
improved solution ( 1)tX
 . The detailed implementation steps are shown in table 2;  
  f) Update the matrices W using the improved estimate ˆ tX ; 
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Table 2 Details of implementation of genetic algorithm. 
Input: 
( 1)ˆ tX

 
Output : ( 1)tX
  
Steps: 
 1) Initialization: 
   a)  One new matrix can be constructed by replacing every ,u vx (the element in ith row and 
jth column of 
( 1)ˆ tX

) with  , ,u v u vPx x   , where   is a floating value and ( )P x  can be 
calculated as:
 
 
0, 0
( ) 255, 255
,
x
P x x
x else

 


 
After N-1 new matrixes are generated, the initial population Xˆ  consists of the N-1 new 
matrices and
( 1)ˆ tX

. 
b) Fitness function: 1/ ( )i iF E   ,
2
2
ˆi iY DHE X 
, 1,2, ,i N . ˆ
iX  is the ith of 
Xˆ . 
c) Set k=0. 
 2) Iteration:  
Perform the following steps K times.  
a) Crossover:  
The crossover probability cp of each individual is calculated as: 
1
1 2
1
max
,
( )( )
,
c avg
c c c avg
c avg
avg
p f f
p p p f f
p f f
f f
 

  
 

 
Based on the crossover probabilities, two individuals 1ˆ
k
x  and 2ˆ
k
x  should be selected 
using roulette selection, and used to generate two new solutions as: 
1
1 1 2
1
2 2 1
(1 )ˆ ˆ ˆ
(1 )ˆ ˆ ˆ
k k k
k k k
x x x
x x x
 
 


  

  
 
where   is a random number in [0,1] . 
b) Mutation: 
The mutation probability mp of each new individual is calculated as: 
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1
1 2 max
1
max
,
( )( )
,
m avg
m m m
m avg
avg
p f f
p p p f f
p f f
f f
 

  
  
. 
If one random number 1 [0,1]r   is smaller than mp , the individual should be modified by 
performing the following operation: 
1ˆ ˆ ˆ( )
k k kT T Y DHD HX X X

    
c) Selection: 
With crossover and mutation, N new individuals will be generated and combined with the 
parental N  individuals. Among the 2*N  individuals, the best N  individuals will be 
selected as the parental individuals in the next generation. 
In above equations, 
maxf is the maximum fitness value of the population, avgf is the 
average fitness value of the population, f is the fitness value of the individual. 
 
4. Experimental results and analysis 
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we have conducted empirical experiments on a 
variety of natural images. We compare our proposed method against a variety of state-of-the-art methods, 
including SC-based [51], ASDS [11], SPM [32], ANR [44], AULF [54]. Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 
and Structural Similarity (SSIM) [16, 48] are used as objective quality measures of the SR reconstruction 
results. All tests are carried out using only the luminance component of color images, because human 
vision is most sensitive to the luminance component, and the bi-cubic interpolator is applied to the 
chromatic components. 
4.1. Experimental Settings 
In our experiments, the input LR images are generated from the original HR image by a 7 7 Gaussian 
kernel of standard deviation 1.6 and decimated by a factor of 3. For the noisy images, the Gaussian white 
noise with standard deviation of 5 is added to the LR images. In the first stage, the number of iterations is 
10, population size N= 30, pc1=0.9, pc2=0.6, pm1=0.1, pm2=0.001,  is random value in [-8, 8]. In the 
second stage, the maximum iteration time for gradient descent is set at 200 iterations; the regularization 
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parameters  and  are set to 0.04 and 0.03 for the noiseless images and 0.6 and 0.45 for the noisy images, 
respectively. For the calculation of NLMs weight W, we set the smoothing parameter h to 10, and the patch 
size to 7 7 . Neighbors are considered to be those lying within a 13 13 neighbourhood. Four iterations are 
alternately performed during the aforementioned two stages. 
4.2. Effectiveness of introducing GA 
To validate the effectiveness of introducing the GA to the iterative algorithm, we compare the SR 
performance on five test images. PSNR and SSIM are tabulated in Table 3 and the results suggest that the 
addition of the GA can improve performance.  
Table 3 Performance comparison between the algorithms with and without GA. 
Image Butterfly Hat Leaves bike Comic 
Without GA 
27.97 
0.917 
31.21 
0.874 
27.20 
0.914 
24.65 
0.798 
24.39 
0.785 
Introduced GA 
28.35 
0.922 
31.39 
0.878 
27.55 
0.923 
24.75 
0.800 
24.55 
0.787 
4.3. Experiments on images without artificially added noise 
In this subsection, we conduct experiments on 8 images to evaluate SR performance in comparison with 
five other state-of-the-art methods. The first four images are the same as those used in [11] and the 
remaining four images are chosen from the BSDS500 image database as shown in Fig. 1. The objective 
evaluation results of PSNR and SSIM are presented in Table 4. The proposed method performs better than 
all the comparison methods in terms of the averaged results of PSNR and SSIM. 
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Table 4 PSNR (dB) and SSIM results of eight test images for 3magnfication( 0n  ). 
Test 
image 
SC [51] SPM [32] ANR [44] ASDS [11] AULF [54] Proposed 
method 
Butterfly 25.15 
0.853 
26.74 
0.897 
25.50 
0.862 
27.34 
0.905 
27.94 
0.912 
28.35 
0.922 
Hat 30.15 
0.854 
30.84 
0.867 
30.09 
0.854 
30.93 
0.871 
31.51 
0.880 
31.51 
0.879 
Leaves 24.62 
0.846 
25.84 
0.889 
24.91 
0.855 
26.78 
0.905 
27.00 
0.913 
27.55 
0.923 
Plants 31.94 
0.885 
32.83 
0.904 
32.26 
0.895 
33.47 
0.910 
33.72 
0.909 
33.83 
0.922 
Elephants 30.72 
0.786 
31.35 
0.806 
30.94 
0.798 
31.18 
0.803 
31.61 
0.811 
31.75 
0.814 
Woman 30.72 
0.896 
31.62 
0.925 
30.68 
0.913 
31.63 
0.922 
31.83 
0.923 
32.33 
0.927 
Red 
flower 
30.16 
0.872 
31.09 
0.893 
30.63 
0.884 
30.91 
0.891 
30.96 
0.887 
31.21 
0.893 
Building 24.88 
0.710 
25.74 
0.741 
25.07 
0.717 
25.57 
0.745 
25.99 
0.754 
26.17 
0.763 
average 28.54 
0.830 
29.50 
0.865 
28.76 
0.851 
29.72 
0.869 
30.07 
0.873 
30.33 
0.880 
 
         
Fig.1. Test images used in Table 4. We refer to the images in Table 4 by its position in the raster scanning order. 
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          (e)                   (f)                     (g) 
Fig.2. Super-resolved images ( 3 ) of Butterfly with different methods. The area in green rectangle is the 2 local 
magnification of red rectangle in each example. (a) Result of SC-based method. (b) Result of SPM. (c) Result of ANR. (c) 
Result of ASDS. (e) Result of AULF. (f) Result of proposed method. (g) The original HR image. 
 
 
 
 
          
           (a)                 (b)                   (c)                     (d) 
       
           (e)                 (f)                    (g)    
Fig.3 Super-resolved images ( 3 ) of Leaves with different methods. The area in green rectangle is the 2 local 
magnification of red rectangle in each example. (a) Result of SC-based method. (b) Result of SPM. (c) Result of ANR. (c) 
Result of ASDS. (e) Result of AULF. (f) Result of proposed method. (g) The original HR image. 
 
To assess the visual quality, we show 3magnification results of Butterfly and Leaves in Figs 2 and 3 
respectively. The ASDS method can preserve edges and suppress noise well. Our proposed method can 
produce less artifacts, sharper edges and more faithful detail. This performance can be readily observed in 
the resulting image “Leaves”, where the edges generated by our proposed method are clearer and sharper. 
4.4. Experiments on images with artificially added noise 
In this subsection, we carry out SR experiments on noisy images to explore the extent to which our 
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proposed method is robust against noise. Because SPM and ANR are known to perform on images without 
artificially added noise [32, 44], we do not show comparative evaluation results for these two methods in 
our numerical results (table 5). The noisy LR images are generated from the original HR image by applying 
a 7 7 Gaussian kernel of standard deviation 1.6, then decimating by a factor of 3, and then contaminating 
the resulting image by Gaussian white noise with standard deviation 5 [11]. Table 5 presents the objective 
evaluation results of PSNR and SSIM values. We can see that, under noisy conditions, the proposed method 
is superior to other SR algorithms in terms of the averaged results of PSNR and SSIM over all eight images. 
However, for two images out of eight, the proposed algorithm is slightly inferior to the results of AULF. 
This may be due to the fact that we use an ASDS-AReg based sparse representation that learns 
sub-dictionaries from external images to “hallucinate” details.  
Table 5 PSNR (dB) and SSIM results of eight test images for 3magnfication ( 5n  ). 
Test image SC [51] SPM [32] ANR [44] ASDS [11] AULF [54] Proposed 
method 
Butterfly 25.02 
0.840 
_ _ 26.08 
0.861 
26.88 
0.859 
27.02 
0.875 
Hat 29.75 
0.819 
_ _ 29.70 
0.816 
30.15 
0.821 
29.96 
0.813 
Leaves 24.52 
0.841 
_ _ 25.50 
0.865 
26.05 
0.874 
26.15 
0.883 
Plants 31.31 
0.854 
_ _ 31.10 
0.836 
31.61 
0.846 
31.33 
0.838 
Elephants 30.27 
0.755 
_ _ 30.04 
0.747 
30.41 
0.749 
30.49 
0.754 
Woman 29.65 
0.869 
_ _ 29.77 
0.877 
30.27 
0.871 
30.54 
0.878 
Red flower 29.77 
0.844 
_ _ 29.49 
0.833 
29.62 
0.828 
29.77 
0.836 
Building 24.73 
0.695 
_ _ 24.70 
0.679 
25.57 
0.706 
25.76 
0.716 
average 28.12 
0.814 
_ _ 
28.29 
0.814 
28.82 
0.819 
28.87 
0.824 
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4.5. Discussion of computational cost 
As illustrated in Tables 1 and 2, the proposed SR method incurs major costs in two main parts: the GA 
method and the regularization prior model. Let the super-resolved image size be nm. In the first stage, the 
computational cost is related to two factors: iteration times 1t and the population size N. The fitness values 
of the individuals cost approximately O(t1Nm
2
n
2
) and the crossover and mutation cost approximately 
O(t1mn), so that the total cost of the first stage is approximately O(t1(Nm
2
n
2
+mn)). In the second stage, the 
main costs are the computation of the NLM weight matrix and iteratively updating the HR image. The 
computation of the NLM weight matrix is related to three factors: the searching radius r, the size of local 
analysis window d, and the super-resolved image size nm. Hence, it takes overall O(mnd
2
r
2
) to evaluate the 
NLM weight matrix for all the pixels. The gradient decent is t2 iterations and the second stage cost is 
approximately O(t2(Qq
2
+4m
2
n
2
+6mn)+mnd
2
r
2
) . 
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Fig.4. Comparisons of CPU time between the ASDS method, the AULF method and the proposed method. 
4.6. Discussion of computation time and the convergence rate 
We have compared the proposed method with ASDS and AULF in terms of CPU time. Fig.4 shows the 
CPU time spent on all the test images, using MATLAB 7.10(R2010a) on a Windows Server with 2.00GB of 
RAM and two i3 Intel cores of 2.4-GHz. The proposed SR method costs less than AULF, and only slightly 
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more than ASDS, while still producing higher quality SR image recovery. Because the GA is combined 
with the ASDS-AReg, the iteration times in the second stage are reduced. From Fig.5, it can be seen that 
the proposed method converges more quickly compared with conventional ASDS. Moreover, the proposed 
method consistently performs better than ASDS. 
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Fig.5.Comparisons of convergence rate between ASDS method and proposed method. (a)PNSR changes of Plants, (b) PNSR 
changes of Butterfly, (c) PNSR changes of Leaves, (d) PNSR changes of Hat. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we approach single image SR reconstruction as an optimization problem, and propose a 
new single image SR framework which combines the GA and a regularization prior model. Firstly, for 
avoiding local minima, we use a GA to search the solution space and obtain an improved HR image. 
Secondly, we use a regularization prior model to perform a single-point search in the solution space, and 
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obtain higher quality SR estimation. Finally, empirical experiments on a number of images, both with and 
without added noise, drawn from two different public benchmark data sets, suggest that the proposed 
method performs competitively in comparison to other state-of-the-art methods. In future work, based on 
sparse representation, other effective priors, such as SKR and edge priors, could be introduced into the 
ASDS-AReg to improve the proposed method. 
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